Quantitative Metabolomics in Alzheimer's Disease: Technical Considerations for Improved Reproducibility.
Metabolomics is the comprehensive analysis of small molecules (metabolites) that are intermediates or endpoints of metabolism. Since metabolites change more rapidly to both external and internal stimuli than genes and proteins, metabolomics provides a more sensitive tool to study physiological changes to a wide range of factors such age, medication, or disease status. Therefore, metabolomics is being increasingly used for the study of several pathological states, including complex diseases like Alzheimer's disease (AD).Both untargeted and targeted metabolomics have been applied for AD and both have provided diagnostic algorithms that accurately discriminate healthy patients from patients with AD by combining different metabolites. However, none of these algorithms have been replicated in larger, different cohorts, and a consensus in methodology has been claimed by the scientific community. The AbsoluteIDQ® p180 Kit (Biocrates, Life Science AG, Innsbruck, Austria) is to date the only commercially available, validated, and standardized assay that measures up to 188 metabolites in biological samples. This kit unifies methodology in a common user manual and provides quantitative measurements of metabolites, thus facilitating an easier comparison among studies and reducing the technical variability that might contribute to replication failures. Nevertheless, recent studies showed no replication even when using this kit, suggesting that additional measures should be taken to achieve replication of metabolite-based discriminative algorithms. The aim of this chapter is to provide technical guidance on how to apply quantitative metabolomic data to the definition of discriminative algorithms for the diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD. This chapter will provide an overview of technical aspects on the whole process, from blood sampling to raw data handling, and will highlight several technical aspects in the process that could hamper replication attempts even when using validated and standardized assays, such as the AbsoluteIDQ® p180 Kit.